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 ه 9341 أختبار علم اللغة االجتماعي الفصل الدراسي األول عام اسئلة 

 للدكتور : محمد هالل

1-in 1995, the British government launched, better English campaign, who aim was to……. 

a- Improve informal English around the world  

b- Approve of written English in Washington DC 

c- Improve standards of spoken English around the country  

d- Remove standard s of spoken English from the country 

 

2- ………. Language is usually used in poetry , not in science  

a- Referential  

b- Aesthetic  

c- Affective  

d- Phatic  

 

3-,in 1997, the British psychological society prohibited the use of the word…. In its publications which 

is used to those taking part in psychological experiments  

a- Suspects  

b- Sublets  

c- Subjects  

d- Sunsets categories 

 

4- According to sacks 1995, we do not always control the categories people use to define our….. 

a- Indemnity  

b- Inequity  

c- Integrity 

d- Identity 

 

5- ……….the study of how listener recognizes words and utterances. 

a- linguistics 

b- psychology  

c- sociolinguistics 

d- psycholinguistics 
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6- Applied linguistics is a branch of linguistics where we study how 

a- a listener recognizes words and utterances  

b- to learn and to teach different languages  

c- to study different varieties of a certain languages 

d- to make computers more sophisticated 

 

7-……….. is the ability of force compliance or obedience other people to their will. 

a- Parole 

b- Language  

c- Power 

d- Signifier 

 

8- Choose incorrect sentence: 

a- Loss of Language can also be associated with a loss of cultural identity  

b- Speakers may choose to shift from one language to another as social conditions change  

c- One language may be imposed and another suppressed by dominant power  

d- Non-standard English is the dialect of literacy education  

 

9- Choose incorrect sentence : 

a- Standard English is related to dialects, not accents  

b- Standard English is difficult to isolate and but linguistic boundaries around  

c- Standard English is the difficult of the middle and upper classes 

d- Forms of non-standard English are socially prestigious 

 

10- Children’s playground practice of ,calling someone names’ a powerful resource for a dominant 

group to enforce their dominance and….others 

a- Maximize 

b- Memories 

c- Marginalize 

d- Modernize 
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11- One language characteristic for the over-sixty-fives is that hearing often becomes less acute as 

people get older, and this can lead to ……. In a noisy environment 

a- An increased understanding of rapid whispered speech 

b- A seduced misunderstanding of  rapid or whispered speech  

c- A reduced understanding of rapid or whispered speech  

d- A reduced understanding of slow or loud speech  

 

12- one characteristic of………..is calling the child by name, often using a ‘pet name or term of 

endearment 

a- The over-sixty-fives 

b- Male teenagers 

c- Child directed language  

d- Chairwomen 

    

   13- Read the following dialogue between a black American doctor and a White American policeman 

and answer the question that follows: 

a- What’s your name, boy? 

b- Dr. poussaint. I’m a physician 

c- What’s your first name, boy? 

d- Alvin 

- Using the address term ‘ boy ‘shows that the policeman is………. 

 

a- Unintentionally insulting the doctor by acknowledging his age, rank and status 

b- Deliberately interpreting the doctor’s knowledge , age , rank or status 

c- Deliberately insulting the doctor by not acknowledging his age , rank or status  

d- Deliberately respecting the doctor by acknowledging his knowledge , age , rank or status 

 

14-in hamlet, Shakespeare makes some clear linguistics distinctions between the lowly 

gravediggers and prince hamlet through …. 

 

a- Their misuse of sandwiches    

b- Their use of luggage 

c- Their use of language  

d- Their misuse of lignite 
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15- in hamlet , Shakespeare shows that hamlet’s speech is much more poetic than that of the 

gravediggers hamlet poetic language suggests a character’s ……. 

a- Uneducated background and socially inferior position  

b- Economic background and religiously superior institution   

c- Educated background and socially superior position  

d- Emigrated background and syntactically interior position  

 

16- one of characteristic of young children’s conversation with their parents is that the younger 

the children , the more likely their attempts to initiate a new topic will be ……. By older speaker  

a- Ignored 

b- Explored  

c- Abhorred 

d- Welcomed 

 

17- one of characteristic of young children’s conversation with their parents is that the………., the 

more likely they are to be interrupted or overlapped  

a- older children 

b- younger the children  

c- taller the children 

d- shorter the children  

 

18- Glles and Coupland (1991;45) show that teachers’ perceptions of pupils ‘ can influence their pupils 

academic assessment  

a- luggage  

b- longing 

c- language 

d- languish 

 

19- child directed language (CDL) can sometimes be called  

a- old mama talk or factories 

b- Baby talk or motherese 

c- Baby chalk or ministries 

d- Baby folk or smoothies  
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20-we often invent …………. To cover words that may considered unsuitable for use at all , for example 

, instead of “death “or “dying” we might talk about “passing away” 

a- Aphorism 

b- Embolisms 

c- Mechanisms 

d- Euphemisms 

 

21-it is common for “unmarked” terms (e.g , waiter , host, actor )to refer to.........  

a- Females 

b- Little girls 

c- Males 

d- Nature women  

 

22- The sentence “she is my mistress” is usually interpreted as meaning ز............. 

 

a- She is my wife  

b- She is my fiancé  

c- She is my illicit lover   

d- She is my eternal true love  

 

23- one main common stereotype about woman’s talk that .............. 

a- Women take more than men  

b- Women never talk at all 

c- Women talk less than men 

d- Women enjoy being silent for a long time 

 

24- one of the reason for allowing the public to participate in the media is to open up access to an 

important public domain for ز................ 

a- People whose voices and opinions are usually head on television  

b- People whose voices have always dominated the media 

c- People  whose voices and opinions are not usually heard on television  

d- The voice of institutional representatives to be privileged over the voices  
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25-……….refer to the accent used by educated and the wealthy , it gives no indication of what part of 

the country the speaker came from.. 

a- Mainstream (RP) 

b- Vernacular al pronunciation 

c- Advanced RP 

d- Dialectal pronunciation 

 

26-while the term “sex” refers to a biological category , the term “gender” refers to a ……… category , 

which is associated with certain behavior  

a- Political 

b- Economic 

c- Social 

d- Religious  

 

27-the term “ country bumpkin” refers to a person , usually from a rural area , speaks or behaves in a 

manner that ……. Sophistication 

a- Indicates an increased 

b- Indicates a whack of  

c- Incarnate a rack of 

d- Indicates a lack of   

 

28-one attitude to pronunciations and accents regards “Noo Yawkese”(i.e.)new York speaker as 

stigmatized and as ……..than those using the more standard American accent 

a- Less newsworthy 

b- More trustworthy 

c- Less trustworthy 

d- More airworthy 

 

29-which of the following jobs is gender – eneutral ? 

a- Waitress 

b- Saleswomen  

c- Chairperson  

d- Chairman 
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30-accroding to the theory of “…….” Language and its structures limit and determine human 

knowledge or thought 

a- Dominance 

b- Convergence 

c- Implicature 

d- Linguistic determinism 

 

31-the purpose of the referential use language is to....... 

a- Transmit inaccurate or ambiguous information 

b- Receive instructions or non-academic information 

c- Transmit inaccurate or non- ambiguous information 

d- Transmit secretive or classified information 

 

32-when used before the name of female , the title “…..” does not reveal martial status 

a- Miss. 

b- Ms. 

c- Mrs. 

d- Madame 

 

33-the asserts that something is similar to something else 

a- The metaphor 

b- The rule of three 

c- The similar 

 

34- the term ……. Is used to hide the fact of forcing civilians to move  out of their homes  because they 

belong to specific ethnic group 

a- Flaming debate 

b- Passing away 

c- Non-ethnic cleaning 

d- Ethnic cleansing 
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    35- Some words are considered so unsuitable that they become…. 

a- Very frequent 

b- Preferable by old people  

c- Useful scientific words  

d- Totally taboo 

 

     36- Because language varies in its use: 

a- It is difficult to give an inexact logistic definition of Stratford English 

b- It is easy to give an inexact linguistic of Sanford English  

c- It is very easy an exact linguistic definition of standard English  

d- It is difficult to give an exact linguistic definition of standard English 

 

 37- An example of a situation in which our language varies is when we give a speech or lecture, 

where we will 

a- Neglect what we say , and do not pan the way say it  

b- Plan what we pay , and the way we pay it  

c- Plan what we say , and the way we say it 

d- Plan what we sway , and the weigh we sway it 

 

38- An example of ……….Is ‘a small islander “ which refers to people who have migrated from poorer 

and smaller islands. 

a- Positive labelling  

b- Relative spelling 

c- Negative labelling 

d- Causative expelling 

 

39- Choose the Correct sentence. 

a- A marked term is a term that is noticeably unusual and normal  

b- A marked term is a term is noticeably unusual 

c- A market firm is a firm is noticeably unusual 

d- A marked term is a term that is noticeably unusual 
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40- The …..form “nurse” is often assumed to refer to a woman. 

a- Marked 

b- Miracle 

c- Unmarked 

d- Harked 

 

41- The point that men interrupt women more that they ( i . e men) interrupt other men , indicate 

that men act as if they have more rights than women , and that……….. 

a- Men act as if they have less right to speak women 

b- Women act as if they have more right to speak than man 

c- Women act as if they have less right to speak than men 

d- Women act as if they have no right to speak with men 

 

42- The use of someone linguistic forms like sort of , like , I think , kind of , etc. are examples of 

………….that can be used to “dilute” An assertion. 

a- Wedges  

b- Hedges 

c- Headrests 

d- Pledges 

 

43- The use of modal auxiliary verbs , e.g. should , would , could , may and might can be used to 

indicate that one ………… 

a- Wants to sound completely certain about something  

b- Doesn’t want to make grammatical mistakes when you speak or write 

c- Doesn’t want to sound as belonging to a specific minority group  

d- Doesn’t want to sound completely certain about something 

 

44- Using Child Directed Language (CDL) reflects affection and Nurturance toward the recipient and a 

willingness to…………. 

a- Lgnore their needs 

b- Abhor their needs  

c- Make them look different 

d- Accommodate to their needs 
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45- While ethnic majority refers to…….., ethnic minority refers to members of minority groups. 

a- A group which has a socially subordinate culture 

b- A group which has a socially oriented lecture 

c- A subgroup which has dominant agriculture  

d- A group which has a socially dominant culture 

 

46- ………..is the attribution, or claim, to belong to a particular cultural group on the basis of genetics  

language .or other cultural manifestations. 

a- Eccentricity 

b- Infelicity 

c- Elasticity 

d- Ethnicity 

 

47- When used as a negative labeling , the word Jamaican indicate: 

a- Legal drugs entering the country 

b- illegal drugs entering the country 

c- Legal drugs taken out of the country 

d- Legal dogs entering the country 

 

48- Members of ……………have the desire to acculturate to what is considered mainstream. 

a- An ethnic majority  

b- An skeptic authority 

c- An ethnic minority 

d- An epidemic seniority 

 

49- The English Only” movement ………….of ethnic minority groups into........ 

a- Complicates the social assimilation  

b- Facilitates the social assimilation 

c- Facilitates the political aspiration 

d- Facilitates the economic assignation 
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50- The “English First” movement views multilingualism as……….. 

a- Cheap and effective  

b- Lofty and infective  

c- Costly and ineffective 

d- Faulty and imperfective 
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